A recent review of the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) spending on counterterrorism found little evidence of risk analysis capabilities, no attempt to describe absolute risks, and a preference to describe only relative risks.1 In general, it seems counterterrorism agencies simply identify a potential source of harm and try to do something about it, rather than systematically evaluating the likely magnitude of harm caused by a successful terrorist attack, the risk of that attack occurring, and the amount of risk reduction that can be expected from counterterrorism efforts. Without considering such factors, it is impossible to evaluate whether security measures reduce risk sufficiently to justify their costs, or whether the existing risk is already at an acceptably low level.

In this article we lay out a simple, back-of-the-envelope approach for evaluating the costs and benefits of counterterrorism spending that uses only four variables: the consequences of a successful attack; the likelihood of a successful attack; the degree to which the security measure reduces risk; and the cost of the security measure.

To illustrate this approach, we apply it to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to assess if its counterterrorism effort reduces the terrorism risk enough to justify its cost.

A conventional approach to cost-effectiveness compares the costs of a security measure with its benefits as tallied in lives saved and damages averted. The benefit of a security measure is a multiplicative composite of three considerations: the probability of a successful attack absent the security measure; the losses sustained in a successful attack (these two, combined, constitute the risk); and the reduction in risk furnished by the security measure.

\[
\text{benefit of a security measure} = \text{probability of a successful attack absent the security measure} \times \text{losses sustained in the successful attack} \times \text{reduction in risk furnished by the security measure}.
\]

This is consistent with the risk analysis framework adopted by DHS for many applications.3 A number of steps are basic to a quantitative risk assessment, and this process is shown on the final page in this article in Figure 1.

There may be co-benefits that could be added to the benefit side of the ledger. Thus, the FBI, in the process of going after terrorists, may obtain valuable information about other crimes unrelated to terrorism, and this information may contribute to their disruption. While the FBI may not always be able to prevent attacks, its enhanced ability to apprehend terrorists quickly is a definite benefit. On the other hand, there may be opportunity costs. Increases in resources for counterterrorism may come at the expense of other FBI efforts, such as combating corruption and organized crime. We exclude co-benefits and opportunity costs from our cost-benefit calculations.

These considerations can be taken into account using a procedure known as “break-even analysis.” In this, we seek to determine what the probability of a successful
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2 Since there is no particular reason to expend funds to deal with terrorist attempts that are unsuccessful (that is, cause no damage), the equation deals with successful attacks—ones that actually do damage.

terrorist attack would have to be for a security measure to begin to justify its cost. Thus, we set the cost of the security measure equal to its benefit (as defined in the equation above), leading to:

\[
\text{probability of a successful attack absent the security measure} = \frac{\text{cost of the security measure}}{\text{losses sustained in the successful attack} \times \text{reduction in risk furnished by the security measure}}
\]

Before September 11, 2001, the FBI assigned 1,351 agents to counterterrorism tasks—at a cost of roughly $600 million in 2014. In the wake of 9/11, the FBI elevated counterterrorism to its highest priority. The growth in FBI counterterrorism expenditures (i.e., protecting the United States from terrorist attack) was considerable. Annual FBI counterterrorism efforts—separating them out from those devoted to counterintelligence—account for close to $3 billion (36 percent) of FBI expenditures in 2014.

To evaluate how much the FBI reduces the risk of terrorism, we need to consider their effectiveness in deterring, disrupting, or protecting against a terrorist attack. Because no one knows with any certainty how many attacks there might have been without the FBI’s efforts (terrorism is characteristically a rare event), it difficult to calibrate is the actual risk. However, whatever the magnitude of the risk of terrorism, the FBI probably has substantially reduced it.

Our analysis will supply a range of risk reduction estimates, but in our discussion we will assume considerable success for the FBI since it is the lead agency for investigating the crime of terrorism. We posit that by its efforts, and the quadrupling of its budget, the Bureau has succeeded in reducing risk—the consequences and/or the probability of an otherwise successful attack—by a full 90 percent. This estimate, while not unreasonable, is likely to err on the generous side.

Table 1 shows an array of break-even points: the number of successful attacks in the absence of FBI’s counterterrorism measures that would need to occur each year to justify a counterterrorism budget of $3 billion per year. We display results for attacks at various levels of destruction and for various degrees of risk reduction. Central to our discussion will be the entries that are boxed in Table 1 if we assume the Bureau’s efforts reduce risk—the consequences and/or the likelihood of such an attack—by an impressive 90 percent. Under that condition, there would have to be six or seven Boston Marathon attacks (or the equivalent of such attacks) each year—one every two months—to begin to justify the FBI’s $3 billion budget. Alternatively, the FBI’s efforts would need to reduce the effect of one or two London-type bombings by 90 percent every two years. Or again alternatively, the FBI budget would justify itself by reducing by 90 percent a huge attack with direct and indirect damage equivalent to that inflicted by 9/11 once every 60 years.

Table 1, on the final page of this article, also shows the net benefit, or the benefit minus the cost. A high estimate of loss for 99 percent of successful attacks would be $100 million: the cost inflicted in the 2009 Fort Hood shooting in which 13 people lost their lives. The table indicates that, even if the likelihood of such an attack were 100 percent per year, the money spent to prevent or protect against the attack would not be worth the cost. If we posit that a 2005 London-type attack would occur once per year and is not deterred, foiled, disrupted, or prevented by other security measures (such as DHS, secret service, state or local
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The assumption about risk reduction in all this is quite significant: if the FBI’s counterterrorism efforts only reduce the total risk of losses in a terrorist attack by 50 percent rather than 90 percent, Table 1 shows that the number of terrorist events that would need to occur nearly doubles.

Even if we assume the Bureau reduces risk by a full 100 percent, it would have to deter, prevent, disrupt, or protect against six half-billion dollar attacks per year, or more than one London-style attack every two years, to begin to justify its counterterrorism budget.6 The question then becomes: is it likely to have done so?

Some 55 terrorism cases have come to light since September 11, 2001 that involve Islamist terrorists who were apparently planning to commit, or actually did commit, violence within the United States.7 However, even in the highly unlikely event that each of the 55 plots, absent the FBI’s efforts, resulted in a terrorist act inflicting half a billion dollars in damage, there would only be a total of about four per year, fewer than the six or seven per year required to deem the FBI’s efforts cost-effective (applying the half-billion dollar loss benchmark). However, a full consideration would add in at least some of the plots that may have been disrupted by the FBI at a lower level—before reaching the point where they could be brought to court on specific terrorism charges. In addition, the efforts of the FBI together with other security measures may have deterred plots by putting some targets—the airlines and military bases, for example—out of sight for many terrorists. However, there still remain a huge number of lucrative targets available, and it is not clear why a motivated terrorist would be deterred from attacking them just because other targets have become difficult.

The risk-analytic approach applied to terrorism since 9/11 that involve Islamist terrorists who were apparently planning to commit, or actually did commit, violence within the United States. However, even in the highly unlikely event that each of the 55 plots, absent the FBI’s efforts, resulted in a terrorist act inflicting half a billion dollars in damage, there would only be a total of about four per year, fewer than the six or seven per year required to deem the FBI’s efforts cost-effective (applying the half-billion dollar loss benchmark). However, a full consideration would add in at least some of the plots that may have been disrupted by the FBI at a lower level—before reaching the point where they could be brought to court on specific terrorism charges. In addition, the efforts of the FBI together with other security measures may have deterred plots by putting some targets—the airlines and military bases, for example—out of sight for many terrorists. However, there still remain a huge number of lucrative targets available, and it is not clear why a motivated terrorist would be deterred from attacking them just because other targets have become difficult.

The risk-analytic approach applied to terrorism since 9/11 is designed to represent the issue in a clear, understandable, and systematic manner. It supplies decision-makers with a coherent perspective on the relevant parameters and how they interact, but it does not of itself make the decision.

We recognize that perceptions of risk and risk averseness are commonly cited as reasons to overinvest in homeland security measures. Ultimately, however, we follow guidance from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget that strongly recommend risk-neutral attitudes in decision-making. This entails using mean or average estimates for risk and cost-benefit calculations, and not worst-case or pessimistic estimates.

In the end, whatever is decided about the cost-effectiveness of the FBI’s counterterrorism efforts, they are certainly far closer to being so than many other security measures. The yearly cost for the Transportation Security Administration’s Federal Air Marshal Service is about $1.2 billion, as is the cost of its AIT/body scanner technology when fully deployed. Together, these aviation
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security measures are nearly as costly as the FBI’s counterterrorism efforts, but their risk reduction is negligible. Moreover, they only deal with specific threats associated with hijacking and body-borne bombs on aircraft. If this is the comparison, enhanced FBI expenditures would seem a preferable option: they deal with all terrorism threats, almost certainly do reduce the terrorism threat, and can be rapidly deployed or re-deployed as threats emerge or evolve.

For additional and wider-ranging assessments of the issues raised and the approaches used, please contact the authors.
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Table 1
The annual number of otherwise successful attacks in the absence of the FBI’s counterterrorism efforts needed to begin to justify its annual expenditure of $3 billion for attacks of various magnitudes and at various degrees of risk reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk reduction by FBI</th>
<th>Losses from a Successful Terrorist Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ft. Hood shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 percent</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 percent</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 percent</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 percent</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 percent</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 percent</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 percent</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Benefit
Net benefit in billions of dollars for FBI counterterrorism expenditures of $3 billion assuming one attack per year in the absence of FBI counterterrorism efforts and 90 percent risk reduction.

-2.9 -2.6 -2.1 1.5 177 897 4,497

Each entry represents the benefit-minus-cost result for each loss. Entries that are positive would be considered to be cost-effective.